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A trace coding is an injective morphism between two trace monoids.
This definition naturally extends the classical notion of word coding
between two free monoids. We prove that any lifting of a trace coding is
a word coding. More precisely, given a trace coding F, let us choose for
any letter a, a representative word f(a) of the trace F(a). Then, the word
morphism f is also a coding. This result positively solves a problem
proposed by Ochman ski. ] 1996 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The problem studied in this paper deals with the embedding of a trace monoid
into another one. Trace monoids were introduced by Cartier and Foata in a com-
binatorial context [CF69]. Subsequently, they were intensively studied both as a
possible model for parallel processing [Ma77] and as a new algebraic framework
in which one can extend classical results of the free monoid theory (see the surveys
[Ch86, Di90b, Du86a, Pe89] or the recent book [DR95]).
This latter aspect is considered here. Precisely, we solve a problem concerning
coding on traces, a natural generalization of the classical notion of coding on words
[BP85]. A coding is defined as an injective morphism from a trace monoid into
another one. This notion has been introduced by Chrobak and Rytter in [CR87]
and by Ochman ski in [Oc88].
In this paper, we answer to one of the three natural questions proposed by
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The first problem is the following.
Problem 1 (Existence). Given two trace monoids M1 and M2 , is the existence
of a coding F : M1  M2 decidable?
Ochman ski proved the decidability of the existence of F when M1 and M2 are
free commutative monoids in [Oc88]. Recently, this problem has been completely
solved in [DMR95] for a particular class of codings, the strong codings, introduced
in [BDFG94]. The general case is still open and some partial results can be found
in [DMR95, BDF95].
The second problem is stated as follows.
Problem 2 (Injectivity). Given two trace monoids M1 and M2 and a trace
morphism F : M1  M2 , is it decidable whether F is a coding?
This question has a negative answer [HC72, CR87]. Precisely, injectivity of F is
undecidable when M1 is a free monoid and the independence relation graph (A2 ,
I2) of the second monoid M2 contains C4 , the cycle over four vertices, as an
induced subgraph. Injectivity becomes decidable when the graph (A2 , I2) contains
neither C4 nor P4 (the path over four vertices) as an induced subgraph [CR87,
AH89].
Thus, a natural question is to find a graph characterization of the trace monoids
for which Problem 2 is decidable. This problem is still open. Very recent works give
some new partial answers [HM95, Mat95]. For instance, whether a trace
morphism is a coding is decidable when (A2 , I2) is exactly P4 .
Finally, Ochman ski asked the following question:
Problem 3 (Lifting). Given two trace monoids M1 and M2 and a trace coding
F: M1  M2 , is any lifting f of F a coding?
Roughly, a lifting f of F is a morphism f : A1*  A2* obtained by choosing a repre-
sentative word f (a) of the trace F(a).
This problem has been solved by Ochman ski when M1 and M2 are free com-
mutative monoids in [Oc88] and for strong codings in [BDFG94]. Further partial
results can be found in [Gu94]. In this paper, we completely solve this problem by
showing that any lifting f of a trace coding F is a word coding.
For the proofs, we use some classical results concerning codes and the solutions
of a basic equation in a free monoid (Theorem 3.2, Proposition 2.2). We also need
some results when M1 is a free commutative monoid, in particular the structure of
codings and the solution of Problem 3 in this case (Propositions 4.1 and 4.2).
Finally, we use a basic property of codings on traces (Proposition 4.3).
This paper is organized in the following way. Section 2 contains preliminaries on
trace monoids and free monoids. In Section 3, we give the definitions about word
and trace codings, we introduce our problem and we announce the main result. In
Section 4, we give a characterization of codings when M1 is free commutative. We
also give the solution of Problem 3 in this case. Finally, in Section 5, we consider
the general case.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we recall some known results about trace monoids.
Let A be a finite alphabet. We denote by A* (resp. A+) the free monoid (resp.
free semigroup) generated by A. An element w # A* is called a word.
Let IA_A be a symmetric irreflexive relation, called the independence relation.
The dependence relation D is the complement of I. The trace monoid M(A, D) is the
quotient of A* by the congruence generated by the set of pairs [(ab, ba) | (a, b) # I].
The elements of M(A, D) are called traces; we denote by 1 the empty trace. In par-
ticular, if I=<, then M(A, D) is the free monoid A*, and if I=(A_A)"
[(a, a) | a # A], then M(A, D) is the free commutative monoid A.
We use the notations aDb and aIb instead of (a, b) # D and (a, b) # I. The rela-
tions D, I in M(A, D) are extended to subsets of A and to traces as follows. For
two subsets B1 , B2 of A, B1 I B2 means B1_B2I. If B1 I B2 does not hold, then
we write B1 D B2 . Let us denote by alph(u) the set of letters appearing in the trace
u. For traces u, v # M(A, D), uIv (resp. uDv) means alph(u) I alph(v) (resp.
alph(u) D alph(v)). When uIv, we say that u and v are independent traces.
It is usual to associate with M(A, D) an undirected graph (A, D), called the
dependence relation graph, whose vertices are the letters of A and edges are drawn
between pairs of distinct dependent letters. In the same way we can associate with
M(A, D) the independence relation graph (A, I ).
A morphism F between two trace monoids M1=M(A1 , D1), M2=M(A2 , D2) is
defined as follows [Ch86]: F is generated by a map F: A1  M2 such that
\a, b # A1 , aI1b, F(a) F(b)=F(b) F(a).
As an example, for any subset B of A, we denote by ?B the projection morphism of
M(A, D) onto M(B, D & (B_B)) defined by ?B(a)=a if a # B and ?B(a)=1 if
a # A"B. For u # M(A, D) and a # A, |u| is the length of u and |u|a is an alternative
notation for |?a(u)| denoting the number of occurrences of a in u.
The equality of two traces can be checked thanks to the following result [CP85].
Proposition 2.1. Let M(A, D) be a trace monoid and let u, v # M(A, D). Then
u=v if and only if
\a, b # A, aDb, ?a, bu=?a, bv.
Finally, we are interested in the solutions of some equations on words (Proposi-
tion 2.2) and on traces (Proposition 2.3).
Proposition 2.2 [Lot83]. Let x, x$ # A+, y # A* be words. We have xy= yx$ if
and only if there exist u, v # A* such that
x=uv, x$=vu, y # u(vu)*.
Before introducing equations on traces, we recall that a nonempty trace
u # M(A, D) is connected if the subgraph Gu of (A, D) induced by alph(u) is
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connected. Thus, for any trace u{1, the connected components of Gu induce a
canonical decomposition of u into a product of connected traces, called the com-
ponents of u.
Proposition 2.3 [CM85, Du86a, Du86b]. Let x, y # M(A, D)"1.
1. If xy= yx, then for any components u of x and v of y, we have uv=vu.
2. If xy= yx and x, y are connected traces, then either xIy or x=ti, y=t j,
with t # M(A, D), i, j1.
3. If xn= ym, with n, m1, n{m, then there exist t # M(A, D) and i, j1
such that x=ti and y=t j.
This third property shows that any trace x has a unique root t such that x=ti,
i1, i maximum.
3. CODINGS AND LIFTINGS
In this section we recall the notion of coding on words and on traces. We also
state our main result.
Let us begin with the classical concept of code [BP85]. A subset X of A+ is a
code if any word in X* has a unique factorization into words of X, i.e., for any n,
m1 and x1 , ..., xn , x$1 , ..., x$m # X,
x1 } } } xn=x$1 } } } x$m O n=m and xi=x$i for i # [1, ..., n].
The notion of code is connected to the notion of coding. A coding f : A1*  A2* is
an injective monoid morphism between A1* and A2*. Codes and codings are related
to each other by the following proposition.
Proposition 3.1. If a subset X of A+2 is a code, then any morphism f : A1*  A2*
which induces a bijection of A1 onto X is injective. Conversely, if there exists an injec-
tive morphism f : A1*  A2* such that X=f (A1), then X is a code.
In a natural way, one has the following definition for trace codings [Oc88].
Definition 3.1. Given two trace monoids M1=M(A1 , D1) and M2=M(A2 , D2),
a map F : M1  M2 is a coding if F is a morphism which is injective.
Let us come to the problem studied in this paper. Any trace morphism
F : M1  M2 canonically induces a class of word morphisms f : A1*  A2*. Indeed,
for any a # A1 , F(a) is a trace in M2 , i.e., a class of equivalent words. One can
define f by choosing a word f (a) in the class F(a), for any a # A1 . More formally,
we have the following definition, where .: A*  M(A, D) denotes the canonical
morphism of A* onto M(A, D) defined by .(a)=a.
Definition 3.2. Let F : M1  M2 be a coding and .1 , .2 the canonical
morphisms for M1 , M2 respectively. A map f : A1*  A2* is a lifting of F if f is a
morphism making the following diagram commute:
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For any a # A1 , f (a) is chosen in the equivalence class .&12 F(a).
In [Di90a], Ochman ski mentioned the following problem.
Problem 3.1 (Lifting). Let F : M1  M2 be a coding and f : A1*  A2* a
lifting of F. Is f still a coding?
In Section 5 we prove the following result. The particular case of a free
commutative monoid M1 is established in Section 4.
Theorem 3.1. Let M1 and M2 be two trace monoids and let F : M1  M2
be a coding. Then any lifting f : A1*  A2* of F is a coding.
In the next section we need the following classical result about codes of
words. For a set X, we denote by |X| the cardinality of X.
Theorem 3.2 [BP85] (Defect Theorem). Let X be a subset of A* and
Y the code generating the smallest free submonoid of A* containing X. If X
is not a code, then
|Y||X|&1.
4. CODINGS IN FREE COMMUTATIVE MONOIDS
In this section, we positively solve the lifting problem when the first
monoid M1 is free commutative (Proposition 4.2). In a second technical
result (Proposition 4.3), we point out some useful properties of a coding
F : M1  M2 with respect to a submonoid C V b of M1 .
We recall that the free product N1 V N2 of two monoids N1 , N2 satisfying
N1 & N2=1 is the monoid whose elements different from 1 are all finite
sequences (u1 , ..., un) of elements of (N1"1) _ (N2"1) such that
\m # [1, ..., n&1], um # N1  um+1 # N2 .
The product in N1 V N2 is then defined by
{(u1 , ..., unu$1 , ..., u$m)(u1 , ..., un , u$1 , ..., u$m)
if un , u$1 # N1 or un , u$1 # N2
otherwise.
The next proposition is partially proved in [Oc88] (see also [DMR95,
BDF95]). It is rather classical; we here report it for the sake of complete-
ness.
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Proposition 4.1. Let M1 , M2 be two trace monoids such that M1=A1 is free
commutative. A map F : M1  M2 is a coding if and only if there exist a set T of
pairwise independent connected traces t # M2"1 and a matrix ( pt, a)t # T, a # A1 with non-
negative integer coefficients such that
1. \a # A1 , F(a)=>t # T t
pt, a,
2. rank( pt, a)=|A1 |.
Proof. Let us first prove that F is a morphism if and only if condition (1) holds.
If F is defined as in the statement, then F is obviously a morphism. Conversely,
suppose that F is a morphism. Then, F(a) F(b)=F(b) F(a), for any a, b # A1 .
According to Proposition 2.3, if u, v are components of F(a), F(b), respectively,
then either u, v are independent or they have the same root. Let Ta be the set of
the roots of the components of F(a), a # A1 . Thus T=a # A1 Ta is a set of inde-




where pt, a is a matrix with integer coefficients, pt, a0.
Now, let us show that a morphism F is a coding if and only if condition (2)
holds. Let u, v # M1 . Using (1), F(u)=F(v) if and only if
\t # T, :
a # A1
pt, a |u|a= :
a # A1
pt, a |v|a ,
or equivalently, ( |u|a&|v|a)a # A1 is a solution of the homogeneous system of linear
equations
\t # T, :
a # A1
pt, aza=0.
By Proposition 2.1, u=v is equivalent to this system having the unique solution
(0, ..., 0), i.e., rank( pt, a)=|A1 |. K
In the following, for a morphism F : M1  M2 , we denote by Ta the set of the
roots of the components of F(a), a # A1 .
The next proposition is proved in [Oc88] for the particular case M2=A2 .
Proposition 4.2. Let F : A1  M2 be a coding. Then any lifting f of F is a coding.
Proof. Let F : A1  M2 be a coding and let f be a lifting of F. Obviously, we
have | f (A1)|=|F(A1)|=|A1 |. By contradiction, suppose that f is not a coding.
Then, in view of Proposition 3.1, f (A1) is not a code. Using Theorem 3.2, a code
W exists such that f (A1)W* and
|W|<| f (A1)|=|A1 |. (1)
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So, for any a # A1 , we can write f (a) as a product of elements of W in a unique
way. We denote by | f (a)|w the number of occurrences of w # W in this factorization
of f (a). It follows that for : # A2 ,
| f (a)|:= :
w # W
| f (a)|w |w|:= :
w # W
rw, a |w| : . (2)
With the notations of Proposition 4.1, there exists at most one t # Ta such that
: # alph(t). Thus
| f (a)|:=|F(a)|:=pt, a |t|: . (3)










qt, wrw, a .
This equation shows that P=Q } R for matrices P=( pt, a), Q=(qt, w), R=(rw, a).
By (1), Proposition 4.1 and a classical result of linear algebra, we have
|A1 |=rank(P)rank(Q)|W|<|A1 |,
a contradiction. K
The next result is partially proved in [BDF95]. In it, we suppose that C V b
is a submonoid of M1 . This means that (A1 , I1) has an induced subgraph with two
connected components: one is the vertex b, the other is a clique with C as set of
vertices.
Proposition 4.3. Let F : M1  M2 be a coding. Let C V b be a submonoid of
M1 , with CA1 , b # A1"C. With the notations of Proposition 4.1 applied to the
restriction of F to C, let TC=a # C Ta and ( pt, a)t # TC , a # C . Then the nonempty
set
P=[(r, s) # TC_Tb | rs{sr]
satisfies the following conditions:
1. ?AF : C  M2 is a coding, where A= (r, s) # P alph(r).
Hence, rank( pr, a)r # R, a # C=|C|, with R=[r | _s (r, s) # P].
2. Let c # A1 be such that cI1C and cI1b. Then F(c) I2 rs for any (r, s) # P.
Proof. (1) Let u, v in C be such that ? A F(u)=?A F(v). Notice that ? A F is
the morphism obtained from F by deleting traces t # TC such that alph(t) & A=<.
Write F(u)=?A F(u) x and F(v)=? A F(v) y. Then
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F(ubv)=?A F(u) x F(b) y ? A F(v)
=?A F(u) y F(b) x ? A F(v) (by definition of P)
=?A F(v) y F(b) x ? A F(u) (as ? A F(u)=?A F(v))
=F(vbu).
Since F is a coding, ubv=vbu, thus u=v, as C V b is a submonoid of M1 . This
shows that ?A F is a coding. The second statement follows using Proposition 4.1.
(2) Let c # A1 be such that cI1 C and cI1b. Assume that # # alph(F(c)) exists,
such that for example #D2r for some (r, s) # P. By Proposition 4.1 and cI1 C, one
obtains r # Tc . By definition of P we have rs{sr, contradicting cI1b. K
5. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT
In this section, we prove Theorem 3.1. To do so, we need a technical lemma
(Lemma 5.1). Moreover, in the proof, we need to consider, at the same time, a
word u # A* and the image .(u) # M(A, D) of u by the canonical morphism
.: A*  M(A, D). The expression u=v denotes the equality of the words u, v # A*,
whereas u#v means the equality of traces .(u)=.(v). We also use the following
notations. Let u, v # A*, we write vu (resp. v<u) if v is a prefix (resp. proper
prefix) of u. We write vu (resp. v/u) if .(v) is a prefix (resp. proper prefix) of
.(u). This means .(v) t=.(u), for a trace t # M(A, D). Finally, by clique we mean
a clique of the graph (A, I ).
Lemma 5.1. Let u, u$ # A+1 be two equivalent words u#u$, such that alph(u) is not
a clique. Then there exist a clique C and letters b, b$ # A1"C such that
1. b D1 C, b$ D1 C;
2. u=zbv, u$=z$b$v$ with C=alph(zz$) and z, z$ # A+1 ;
3. either b=b$ or b I1 b$.
Proof. By hypothesis, we have u{1, u${1. Let
u=aw, u$=a$w$
with a, a$ # A1 . Note that, as u#u$, either a=a$ or aI1 a$ (Proposition 2.1). Then,
let z, z$ be the prefixes of u, u$ of maximal length such that C=alph(zz$) is a clique.
Since alph(u)=alph(u$) is not a clique, we have u{z, u${z$ and so u=zbv,
u$=z$b$v, with b, b$ # A1"C. The maximality of C yields b D1 C, b$ D1 C.
Finally, if b D1 b$ and b{b$, we get a contradiction with u#u$ and b, b$ # A1"C
(Proposition 2.1). K
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let F: M1  M2 be a coding and f a lifting of F. By
contradiction, suppose that f is not a coding and let u, u$ be words of minimal
length such that
u{u$, f (u)= f (u$).
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As F(u)#F(u$) and F is a coding, we have u#u$. Using Proposition 4.2, we can
suppose that alph(u)=alph(u$) is not a clique. Hence we apply Lemma 5.1 and we
obtain
u=zbv, u$=z$b$v$,
satisfying the properties stated above.
If f (z)= f (z$), then f (bv)= f (b$v$) with bv{b$v$, a contradiction with the mini-
mal lengths of u, u$. Without loss of generality, let f (z)< f (z$) and denote by 1 the
set
1=[c # C=alph(zz$) | c D1 b].
According to Lemma 5.1, 1{<. Set ?1(z)=z1 , ?1 (z$)=z$1 . The proof is divided
into two parts: we first prove that z1=z$1 ; we then show how this equality leads
to a contradiction.
(1) Note that z$1z1 , since for any c # 1, ?b, c(u) # ?c(z) b[b, c]*, whereas
?b, c(u$) # ?c(z$)[b, c]*.
According to Proposition 4.3 applied to 1  V b, define P=[(r, s) #
T1_Tb | rs{sr] and A=(r, s) # P alph(r). By Proposition 4.3 (2), we have
?A F(z)#? A F(z1), ? A F(z$)#?A F(z$1).
Analogous equalities hold when we replace F by f.
On one hand, since z$1z1 , we have ?A F(z$)#?A F(z$1)? A F(z1)#? A F(z)
which implies that
|?A F(z$)||? A F(z)|. (4)
On the other hand, as f (z)< f (z$), we have
?A f (z)? A f (z$) (5)
and then
|?A F(z)|=|?A f (z)||?A f (z$)|=|?AF(z$)|. (6)
By (4) and (6), we get |?A f (z)|=|? A f (z$)|, which imply, with (5),
?A f (z1)=? A f (z)=? A f (z$)=? A f (z$1). (7)
Finally, as ?A F: 1   M2 is a coding (Proposition 4.3 (1)), ?A f : 1*  A2* is a
coding too (Proposition 4.2). Thus (7) leads to z1=z$1 .
(2) We can therefore write z=rcs, z$=r$cs$, for some c # 1 and rr$ I1 b or
rr$=1. If f (r)= f (r$), we have a contradiction with the minimal length of u and u$.
So, suppose that f (r)< f (r$).
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Notice that ?A f (r)=? A f (r$)=1 and ? A f (c){1 (Proposition 4.3 (2)). This
means that we cannot have f (rc) f (r$). Then
f (r)< f (r$)< f (rc)< f (r$c).
These inequalities imply that f (c)=xy= yx$ such that f (r) x= f (r$), f (r$) y= f (rc)
and f (rc) x$= f (r$c). It follows that ?A(x)=1, and according to Proposition 2.2,
alph( y)alph(x), i.e., ?A f (rc)=1. This is impossible. K
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